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THE DEAN BURGON SOCIETY, INC., proudly takes its name in honor of John William Burgon (1813-

1888), the Dean of Chichester in England, whose tireless and accurate scholarship and contribution in the area 
of New Testament Textual Criticism; whose defense of the Traditional Greek New Testament Text against its 
many enemies; and whose firm belief in the verbal inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible; we believe, have all 
been unsurpassed either before or since his time 

The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times. Thou shalt keep 

them, O LORD, thou shalt preserve them from this generation for ever.”  (Psalm 12:6-7) 

Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D., Editor              Issue 103  — December  2011                 Daniel S. Waite, M.A., M.Div., Managing Editor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

   

A Great 33
rd

 DBS Conference 
 It is now over four months since 
our 33

rd
 Annual Dean Burgon Soci-

ety Conference that took place right 
here in Collingswood, New Jersey.  It 
was sponsored by the Bible For To-
day Baptist Church where I am the 

Pastor.  We met in the Bible Presbyterian Church 
of Collingswood, New Jersey where Dr. Christian 
Spencer is the Pastor. 
● Thanks To Dr. Christian Spencer And His 
Church.  We especially thank Dr. Christian 
Spencer and his church for allowing our DBS to 
meet in their lovely spacious building.  There was 
plenty of room in the auditorium for the two-day 
meetings.  There was also plenty of room in the 
gym for the delicious meals that were enjoyed by 
all. 
● Thanks To Daniel Waite Who Advertised It  
And Recorded It.  No one will understand the 
hours and hours that Daniel Waite, our DBS 
Treasurer, spent in the advertisement and plan-
ning details that went into this DBS meeting.  He 
composed and had printed thousands of beauti-
ful brochures which advertised the meetings.  
He, Bill Sheppard, and Alan Panek phoned many 
friends around the country, informing them of the 
meetings and inviting them to attend.  Daniel 
also set up the intricate camera and recording 
equipment all over the church in order to capture 
the messages (and even the meals) on the Inter-
net so that others were able to see and hear the 
good messages that were given.  The two DVD‘s 

 of the 21 messages are available for a GIFT to the 
DBS of $25.00 postpaid for USA.   
 ● Thanks to Tamie Waite And Her Helpers 
Who Planned And Served The Delicious Meals.  
It was by no means easy to plan the details of the 
Wednesday and Thursday afternoon and evening 
meals.  Tamie did it very well.  She was assisted 
by many volunteer ladies who did a tremendous 
and skilled job in serving these delicious meals.  
Many have told me that these were the best meals 
we have ever had in the 33 years of our Dean Bur-
gon Society‘s existence. 
● Thanks To The 21 Men Who Delivered Their 
Messages So Well.  Our speakers did a tremen-
dous job in delivering messages on the theme of 
THE KING  JAMES BIBLE.  All of these messages 
are available on DVD so that everyone in the world 
can see and hear them.  The cost for the two 
DVD‘s is $35.00 postpaid non-USA.  Because of 
the number of speakers, we had to limit them to 
only 30 minutes each.  Regardless of this short 
time limit, the men did a fine job in delivering their 
messages within that time frame.  In addition to 
the men, the DBS Women‘s Meeting had four 
speakers.  They did a good job as well.  Their 
messages are included in the present DVD‘s. as 
well as those who gave speeches from England, 
Singapore, and Australia.   
● These Messages Are Also Available All 
Around The World To View On The Internet.  
People can go, either on DeanBurgonSociety.org 
or on  BibleForToday.org for people all around the 
world to  see and hear these messages.  If you 
have friends living either in the USA or in foreign 
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countries, you can ask them to go to either of 
these two websites and select any of the speak-
ers they wish to see and hear.  The speakers‘ 
names and topics are listed in detail. 
● One of The Important Themes Of Our Dean 
Burgon Society Is That The King James Bible 
Is Not God-Breathed or “Inspired.” It Is An Ac-
curate Translation Of The “Inspired” Hebrew, 
Aramaic, and Greek Words That Underlie It.  
Though this position is not held by many organi-
zations, churches, pastors, and speakers who 
use and defend the King James Bible, it is very 
important that this clarification of Bible Inspiration 
is made.  For this reason, we are reprinting in full 
the message by our DBS Treasurer, Daniel 
Waite, entitled ―The Dangers Of The Inspired 
KJB Position.‖  It was delivered forcefully and 
clearly.  It is available on video for any who wish 
to order it.   
 
 Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. 
 President of the Dean Burgon Society, Incorporated,  

Director of the Bible For Today, Incorporated, and 
 Pastor of the Bible For Today Baptist Church 

  

God Is Sovereign At Any Time 
Praise God for His sovereignty!  Close to mid-
night on Tuesday July 26

th
 Mark, the electrician 

for the BPC, loaned the Church a portable ―back 
up‖ sound system just in case there was a prob-
lem with the vintage house system from the fif-
ties. After the DBS Women began, about nine 
hours later the ―house system‖ did not power-up 
—in fact, the entire sound booth was dark and 
the electricity was dead. A major section of the 
power entering the building needed to be discon-
nected for the men who were repairing the air 
conditioning system.  Praise the Lord!  We were 
able to use that backup system.  Yes, we had to 
move a few things around during the course of 
the meeting-–but we had sound! The sound 
room‘s power was not restored until mid-
afternoon.  Thank you, Mark, from Sovereign 
Electric!  

 
 

Dr. Robert Barnett 
 The 400

th
 Anniversary began as Dr. Robert 

Barnett preached a sermon that focused 
on ―The Standards of King James Bible 
Excellence.‖  Take some time to view or 
read  his sermon on our website.  As the 
Lord brings him to your mind, pray for 
him as he has several health concerns 
close to his family.  

 He reminded the hearers that there is a 400 
year record of born-again Christians using the 
King James Bible.  Bible translations come and 
go, but the King James Bible has stood the test of 
time for four centuries! Pastor Barnett stressed 
that no other English translation can surpass the 
standard of excellence of the Grand Old Version. 
 Brother Barnett mentioned that the sun 
never sets on the King James Bible–a Bible 
which built the Western civilization, including 
Great Britain and the United States.  He further 
emphasized that the King James Bible rests upon 
both the Antiochian and Apostolic standard.  

 Pastor Barnett emphasized that there is no 
Syrian Recension. He pointed out how Tyndale 
established key doctrinal and literary terms.  Dr. 
Barnett stated that the King James Bible would 
not be the same today had it not been for William 
Tyndale.  It is estimated that at least 75% of the 
King James Bible is a verbatim rendering of the 
work of Tyndale. 

 The Majestic cadence of the King James 
Bible has become familiar to us.  It is a clear 

and accurate reflection of the He-
brew, Aramaic, and Greek.  The KJB 
is the Most influential book ever pub-
lished—It is a work of Art!  It is the 
Bible translation that defines Bible 
translations.  It is neither ancient nor 

modern. It is the universal test, subservient to the 
original languages. The English is to serve the 
original, not replace it!  

 

 

Pastor D. A. Waite, Th.D., Ph.D. is President of the Dean Burgon Society. He has held that position since 
1978.  Under his leadership, the Dean Burgon Society has defended the preserved Words of God and 
provided many publications to pastors, missionaries, and students for study. 

 

 

Join Us In Marietta, Georgia 

 July 18-19, 2012 
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For more information about the Dean Burgon Society and our annual meetings 
with up-to-the-minute details about the 2012 conference in Marietta, Georgia  

visit our web site:  www.DeanBurgonSociety.org 

If you haven‘t done so, view or listen to the 

33rd annual conference online.  

We do want to thank Pastor Christian 

Spencer and the saints of the historic Bible 
Presbyterian Church of Collingswood, for gra-
ciously permitting  us to gather at their facilities.  

 As you already know, this body of believers 

stands with us on the King James Bible and its 
underlying Words. They are a separated, funda-
mental  church in complete agreement with the 
Society‘s Articles of Faith. 

Pastor Spencer, a member of the Society‘s 

Advisory Council, gave a thorough presentation 
covering the age-old question: ―Is the King 
James Bible Copyrighted?” Read the entire tran-
script of his speech and other speeches on the 
website (deanburgonsociety.org). 

Remember, the Dean Burgon Society is a 

single-issue Society, devoted to the defense of 
Traditional Bible Texts.  

Mark your calendars for July 18
th 

and 19
th
 for 

our 34th annual 
meeting.  Re-
view our  Arti-
cles of Faith 
located on our 
website.  We 
hope to see 
you next year.   

 

Praise the Lord for a WONDERFUL annual 

conference in Collingswood, New Jersey.  Indi-
viduals from near and far attended this year‘s 
meeting.  Yes, there was room for more, but God 
gave us the exact mix of people He wanted us to 
have.  Most had never attended a DBS meeting. 

 God gave us mild weather the week of the 

400th Anniversary—it was in the eighties.  This 
was ten to fifteen degrees cooler than the weeks 
leading up to the memorable assembly in New 
Jersey.   

One quick prayer request:  The air condition-

ing system still needs repair after the system was 
―fixed‖ during the event—long story but a short 
prayer request.   

 Indeed, July, 2011, was a time to rejoice as 

we paused to recognize the 400th anniversary of 
our true, faithful, and accurate King James Bible.  
At the end of the two-day event, twenty–one men 
had delivered sermons centered around the 
theme of the 400th Anniversary of the King 
James Bible.  The theme in Marietta , Georgia, 
in 2012 will focus on Bible Preservation.   

Let us all continually thank our Heavenly Fa-

ther for the heritage of faithful martyrs, perse-
cuted translators, and suffering saints who, 
throughout the centuries, God used to pave the 
way for our King James Bible. 

 

For ever, O LORD, thy word is settled in heaven. Thy faithfulness is unto all generations: thou 

hast established the earth, and it abideth (Psalm 119:89-90). 
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The Executive Committee 

 The executive committee made a daring fol-
low-up decision on a motion that was passed in   
Franklin during the July DBS conference.  The 
essence of the motion in 2010 was  to attempt to 
liquidate the inventory of all of the Society‘s 
books except the Annotated Greek New Testa-
ment at the production cost of the books for a 
period of three months after which time the re-
mainder of the books would be donated to Chris-
tian school libraries, pastors, and missionaries.   

During the 400th Anniversary celebration in 
Collingswood, the Society enlisted the aid of the 
scores of pastors and missionaries in atten-
dance to fulfill the objective of the 2010 motion 
to get these books on the shelves of Christian 
school libraries, pastors and missionaries.   

So far, we have had good reports from one 
Pastor in Maryland passing Burgon books on to 
two foreign missionary schools, one being in 
Brazil.  The Society has also received a thank 
you letter from a Christian college library in 
South Carolina.  A pastor from northern New 
Jersey reports giving a good supply of Burgon 
books to three small colleges which are located 
in Connecticut, Delaware, and Pennsylvania. 

PRAYER REQUEST:  Pray that the Christian 
school libraries in the United States and Brazil 
will keep these books on their shelves so that 
their students will be able to read them.   

Please let the Society know how you helped 
distribute these Burgon books.  Lord willing, in 
the next issue of the DBS News, there will be 
more reports of where these books have been 
placed and how they have encouraged  those in 
the body of Christ. 

 

Another Big Thank You! 
 The memory of the 33rd annual meeting is fad-
ing quickly; each meeting seems to be better than 
the previous ones.  This year, those of us con-
nected with the Bible Presbyterian Church and the 
Bible For Today Baptist Church seemed to be ex-
tra busy with the preparation—no doubt, since the 
conference  was held in Collingswood.   

Thank you to all the men and women of  both 
the BPC and the BFTBC who assisted with the 
400th Anniversary—from placing hundreds of 
phone calls, to mailing thousands of brochures;   
from planning all the meals, and then setting up, 
cooking, and serving great food, with something 
for everyone; from climbing ladders, hanging con-
duit, and running nearly 5,000 feet of wires; from 
setting up tables and equipment, to breaking it all 
down again; from mopping the floor, and putting 
everything back again; and for coming so many 
miles to preach for thirty minutes—we want to say 
THANK YOU!   

Plan On Joining Us in Marietta  
Plans have already begun for the for the 34th 

annual conference of the  Dean Burgon Society.  
Lord willing, in July of 2012, we will meet in Mari-
etta, Georgia, which is about twenty miles north of 
Atlanta via Interstate I-75.  Brother D. L. Cooper 
and the fine saints at Bible Baptist Church have 
invited us.  The address of the building in which 
the church meets is as follows: 

  Pastor D. L. Cooper 
  Bible Baptist Church 
  2037 Eula Drive 
  Marietta, Georgia 30066 
  Phone:  770-592-2660 

Help The Society 

 The Society needs your help with informing 
people about the issues of the Society and of the 
upcoming meeting in Marietta.  PLEASE PRAY 
for the July meeting dealing with the subject  of 
Bible preservation.  Oh, how important this par-
ticular issue is today in our schools and in our 
churches! 

 

 

http://www.deanburgonsociety.org/idx_Pages/idx_next_meeting.htm
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John Rogers: God’s Faithful Witness 
 By Anna Waite 

 
 Have you ever met with 

falsehood and failed to stand 
up for the truth? No doubt 
many Christians have suc-
cumbed to the World, the 
Flesh, and the Devil, at one 
time or another, compromising 
their testimony. Peter denied 
the Lord Jesus Christ, Demas forsook Paul and 
loved the world, and King Saul disobeyed God‘s 
commands repeatedly. Yet, we also read of 
Daniel‘s courageous, continual prayer to God; of 
Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah‘s refusal to bow 
down before Nebuchadnezzar‘s image; of 
Moses‘ choice ―to suffer affliction with the people 
of God‖ instead of enjoying ―the pleasures of sin 
for a season‖ (Hebrews 11:25, KJB). By taking 
the weakness of some as a warning, and the 
strength of some as a standard, Christians will 
be better equipped to ―refuse the evil, and 
choose the good‖ (Isaiah 7:15, KJB). Hear, 
therefore, the life and testimony of John Rogers, 
pastor, Bible editor, and martyr. 

In 1500, a future vessel of God‟s provi-
dence was born in Roman Catholic England. 
Twenty-six years later, he graduated from Cam-
bridge University with a Bachelor of Arts. By 
1532, he was a rector in Queenhithe, London. 
Two years later, God worked a marvelous turn-
around in Rogers‘ life. While acting as a chap-
lain to English merchants in Antwerp, John 
Rogers met William Tyndale and Miles Cover-
dale. These two men had such a profound influ-
ence on Rogers, that he renounced Roman Ca-
tholicism and embraced Biblical Christianity. 
While in Antwerp, John Rogers also took to wife 

one Adriana of Antwerp. Together, they would 
have eleven children.  

After Tyndale died on October 6, 1536, 
without finishing his translation of the Old 
Testament, Rogers continued the unfinished 
work. In actuality, Rogers only did a small portion 
of the translation work; however, he compiled the 
work of William Tyndale and Miles Coverdale into 
what is called the Matthew-Tyndale Bible. To pre-
vent the English government from learning who 
had published the Bible, Rogers used the pseu-
donym ―Thomas Matthew.‖ For security reasons, 
when the Matthew‘s Bible was published in 1537,  
it was printed in Paris and Antwerp, then brought 
into England. Thus, John Rogers completed one 
of his greatest contributions for the cause of 
Christ. 

For around eleven years, Rogers stayed 
out of England while he pastored in Witten-
berg. By the time John Rogers returned to Eng-
land in 1548, Henry VIII had died, and his son 
Edward VI was king. The English government up-
held the doctrines of the reformers, and opposed 
Romish doctrines. While as a pastor, and divinity 
lecturer, Rogers kept to simple dress, and re-
buked certain officials for greedily snatching up 
the monasteries. For over six years, England 
continued in Protestantism under the godly influ-
ence of Edward VI, the devoted ―British Josiah.‖ 

On July 6, 1553, England‘s beloved young 
ruler died at the young age of fifteen years. After 
Lady Jane Grey‘s short reign of nine days, Ed-
ward VI‘s oldest sister, Mary—a Roman Catholic 
who wished to return England to the authority of 
the pope—ascended the throne. Thus began a 
period of persecution against the English Protes-
tants who, so recently, had enjoyed such great 
liberty. After Mary I arrived in London, John 
Rogers preached against ―the pestilence of    

For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword, piercing 

even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner 

of the thoughts and intents of the heart (Hebrews 4:12). 
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popery, idolatry, and superstition‖ (Fox 1967,w 
209) and in favour of ―the true doctrine taught in 
King Edward‘s time‖ (Ibid, 209). The new Catholic 
government called him into question for his ser-
mon; however, he was released after providing an 
admirable defense of his sermon to the council. 
Not long after, Mary I desired to ban all Protestant 
preaching. Like the presidents and princes who 
sought to condemn Daniel, and could only do so 
in the matter of his faith in God, the council now 
sought to condemn John Rogers for proclaiming 
the truth. The authorities commanded him to re-
main in his house. Although he could have es-
caped from their hands and fled to Germany, 
Rogers determined to stand in defense of the Lord 
Jesus Christ and His Words. Months of house ar-
rest passed by before Bishop Bonner threw the 
pastor into Newgate Prison among common crimi-
nals.  

Early on the morning of February 4, 
1555, Rogers was told “to prepare himself for 
the fire” (Ibid, 210) and taken, first to the 
Bishop Bonner to be rebuked, then to Smith-
field to be burnt. On his way to Smithfield, 
Rogers met with Sheriff Woodroofe, who urged 
him to recant. Rogers refused, saying, ―That which 
I have preached I will seal with my blood‖ (Ibid, 
210). The sheriff retorted, ―Thou art an here-
tic,‖ (Ibid, 210) but Rogers graciously responded, 
―That shall be known at the Day of Judg-
ment‖ (Ibid, 210). Sheriff Woodroofe further de-
clared, ―Well, I will never pray for thee‖ (Ibid, 210). 
As the Lord forgave His enemies, even so Rogers 
forgave his persecutors, saying to Woodroofe, 
―But I will pray for you‖ (Ibid, 210). 

On the way to Smithfield, Roger‟s wife 
and eleven children met him in the way, but he 
was not allowed any time with them. Yet he 

went to the stake “in such a man-
ner that it seemed as if he had 
been led to a wedding rather than 
an execution,‖ as the French am-
bassador Noailles has written 
(Greatsite Marketing 2003). Before 
Rogers was burned, a pardon was 
offered to him if only he would   

recant, but he remained faithful unto the end. 
John Fox wrote, ―. . . he constantly and cheer-
fully took his death with wonderful patience, in 
the defense and quarrel of the gospel of 
Christ‖ (Fox 1967, 210). In this manner did John 
Rogers become the first martyr of some three 
hundred martyrs who gave their lives during the 
reign of Mary I of England. 

What can we learn from the life and 
death of John Rogers? As the Bible translator 
had a great respect and reverence for the Words 
of God, so ought we to honor and uphold the 
Scriptures. David wrote, ―I will worship toward 
thy holy temple, and praise thy name for thy lov-
ingkindness and for thy truth: for thou hast mag-
nified thy word above all thy name‖ (Psalm 
138:2, KJB). As the martyr forgave and prayed 
for his persecutors, so ought we to love and in-
tercede for our enemies. The Lord Jesus Christ 
taught His disciples, ―Love your enemies, bless 
them that curse you, do good to them that hate 
you, and pray for them which despitefully use 
you, and persecute you‖ (Matthew 7:44, KJB). 
As the sufferer rejoiced to die for his Saviour‘s 
sake, so ought we to rejoice when we suffer for 
Christ. Luke recorded, ―And they departed from 
the presence of the council, rejoicing that they 
were counted worthy to suffer shame for his 
name‖ (Acts 5:41, KJB). Let us remember John 
Rogers‘s fearless stand for the truth, consider 
him as one of those witnesses in the cloud 
which compasseth us about, and ―run with pa-
tience the race that is set before us‖ (Hebrews 
12:1). 
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Pastor Ken Rainey 
The rich heritage of the King James 
Bible was exhibited by brother Rainey 
when he preahed during the thirty-third 
annual DBS conference. God‘s Words 
are certainly worth defending—I am glad 

he made the trip.  Pray for His wife‘s health, and 
the spiritual health of Wayside Baptist Church.   

Pastor Rainey mentioned that the  publica-
tion of the Authorized King James Bible, four 
hundred years ago, is an epic milestone. He 
spoke of the sad fact that the secular world has 
given more credence to the only translation still in 
use after four centuries than most Bible-believing  
churches. Never forget that the KiJB has blessed 
and comforted millions of people since 1611. 

He asked, why any born-again person 
would be satisfied with placing the 99% proven 
accurate Received Text with the 1% apostate Ro-
man Catholic Pope‘s Gnostic Critical Text? 

Then he asked, ―Is God or Satan pleased, 
when so-called Bible scholars, teach-
ers, and preachers accept Bibles 
translated from a text derived from 
Aleph and  B — two unchristian 
manuscripts—which differ one from 
the other in over 3,000 places in Gos-
pels alone?‖ 

The King James Bible takes the high road 
in glorifying God, magnifying our Saviour, and 
honoring the Holy Spirit as a Person, and not as 
merely an influence.  Many of the cults use the 
modern versions to diminish and deny the abso-
lute holiness and Trinitarian oneness of our God. 
The position of tolerance is rampant in the arena 
of Bibliology.  Changing God‘s Words in the gar-
den of Eden was deadly in that day. It is deadly in 
our day also. 

Brother Rainey said, “I‟m not a botanist–but 
I know the difference between poison ivy and a 
grape vine.‖  One need not be a Bible scholar to 
determine that the KJB is head and shoulders 
above the Gnostic Critical Text versions. Go to 
the trouble–take the time in defending the Bible.  
In 1901, the ASV was soundly rejected—
pastors and Bible schools spoke out against it! 

Dangers of An Inspired KJB   
Daniel Waite 

 

“Inspiration” A Technical Doctrine 
The subject that is before us deals with a 

very precise and very technical doc-
trine.  The doctrine of inspiration has 
been misused in these last days.  It is 
dangerous to modify or alter the precise 
and technical doctrinal term of 
―inspiration.‖  The doctrine of inspiration 
has been under attack by the modern-

ists and by the liberals both in our day and in 
days gone-by. 

A New Type Of “Inspiration” 
God-breathed (theopneustos ) or 

“inspired” Words are confined to the original 
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words of the 
Old and New Testaments (2 Timothy 3:16-17).  
Some who abhor the tenets of modernism and 
liberalism are embracing a new type of 
―inspiration‖—a style of ―inspiration‖ that in-
cludes translations of Scripture.  Like the Neo 
Orthodox, they have been making slight 
changes to the definition of ―inspiration.‖  Some 
of our dearest friends, whether directly or indi-
rectly, are teaching that translations of Scripture 
are ―inspired.‖  This is a very touchy issue.  This 
issue of ―inspiration‖ of translations is a riveting 
subject. It was a riveting subject in past genera-
tions, and it is a riveting subject in this present 
hour. It is wrong and misleading to teach that 
translations of Scripture are ―given by inspira-
tion‖ or ―inspired.‖  It is wrong to teach the 
―inspiration‖ of the KJB, NASV, NIV, NKJV, ESV, 
or any other English or foreign language transla-
tion.  

An Accountability To The Words 
The authority of Scripture is always under 

attack.  Many people want to remove any ac-
countability that they have to the Words of God.   
The pagans want to remove the accountability, 
so they can be  free to do what we want to do.  
Bible believing Christians should never act or 
behave like the heathen.   This is why it is        

All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is  profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for 

correction, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God may be perfect, throughly 

furnished unto all good works (2 Timothy 3:16-17). 
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important to have a high standard, to have a 
proper standard, and to have an accurate and pre-
cise standard of ―inspiration.‖  It is wrong to re-
define ―inspiration,‖ yet many of our dearest 
friends are doing so. 

A Precise Doctrinal Word 
The issue today concerns the “inspiration” 

of a translation, a translation that we love and 
cherish.  There are some today who say that the 
King James Bible is ―inspired‖ in some way.  Per-
haps some understand what they mean and, per-
haps, some are confused as to what they mean. 
The reason why some might understand, and the 
reason why some might be confused at the same 
time, is because ―inspiration‖ is a very precise and 
doctrinal word.  When a precise doctrinal word is 
used in a imprecise manner it causes great confu-
sion.   

Altering Doctrinal Terms   
Our friends who make these statements mean 
well.  However, when one starts altering defini-
tions of doctrinal terms, one could begin to run 
into problems, and to begin to set a precedent for 
other doctrinal terms, and other doctrinal words to 
be slightly changed and altered.  This completely 
destroys theology which is an exact study of differ-
ent disciplines of the Bible.  

The Doctrine Falls Under Bibliology 
There are ten  major  doctrines of the Bible. 

One of the ten major doctrines of the Bible is 
Bibliology.   

The doctrine of ―inspiration‖ falls under the um-
brella of Bibliology. The issue is about the 
―inspiration‖ of the King James Bible, a translation 
we have rejoiced over for 400 years, a translation 
for which we thank God. We are grateful for the 
heritage of the faithful martyrs, persecuted transla-
tors, and suffering saints who, through the centu-
ries, God used to pave the way for the King 
James Bible. But is it accurate? Is it precise? Is it 
right to call a translation of the Scripture 
―inspired‖?   No.  It is wrong and imprecise to refer 
to any translation of Scripture as ―inspired.‖    

 
                      

Is It Proper To Call It “Inspired”? 
There are many translations of the Scripture 
in many different languages.  In fact, one 
could pile quite a few of them on a table reach-
ing to the ceiling. That table could be filled with 
Bibles from all the languages of the world.  I am 
not sure how many tables we could fill with  Bi-
bles stacked to the ceiling—but is it proper to 
call one of them or all of them inspired?  No. It is 
not proper!  It is dangerously improper! 

God Gave Exact Words 
God is the One Who gave particular exact 

Words in precise languages at particular 
points in history when He gave us our Bible. 
When God gave us the Words of Scripture, He 
gave them to us in Hebrew, in Aramaic, and in 
Greek. He did not give them to us over a short 
period of time either.   

Dangers of “Inspired” Translations 
The King James Bible has been cherished 

by millions of people in the last 400 years. 
But, as I mentioned before, it is dangerous to 
assert that any translations are ―inspired.‖  There 
are signs that say, ―Danger: The bridge is out.‖  
So when a person says it is dangerous to call 
the King James Bible ―inspired,‖ a person could 
liken it to driving towards a bridge that is out.  If 
he keeps on that path, he will  fall into the river.  
If a person insists on an ―inspired‖ translation, 
then it will not be long until he will insist on alter-
ing other doctrinal terms. 

Stop Changing Doctrinal Terms 
Another example of danger is, “Danger: 

Falls ahead.”   If a person does not want to 
fall over the doctrinal falls of apostasy then 
he must stop changing the definitions of 
doctrinal terms.  It is certain that a person does 
not want to drive into a ravine nor does he want 
to fall over the falls.   But when a person fails to 
use inspiration in an exact sense, he could have 
just as tragic result as falling over the falls or div-
ing off the bridge.  The doctrine of ―inspiration‖ 
must  not be based on abstract feelings but en-
tirely on the Scripture. 
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Redefining Doctrinal Terms  
It is dangerous when individuals redefine 
what a doctrinal term means based on feel-
ings or circles of associates.  When people re-
define the doctrinal word of ―inspiration,‖ they act 
like the Neo Orthodox have done in the past.  
The Neo Orthodox, the liberals, and the modern-
ists, use particular doctrinal words differently be-
cause those words have been redefined without 
anyone‘s knowledge.  Many doctrinal words, from 
all areas of theology, have been redefined by the 
Neo Orthodox.  

Use Of Non-Precise Words  
The term “inspired” should never be attrib-

uted to translations--whether they be English 
translations, German translations, French 
translations, Spanish translations, or any 
translation from any  language of the world.  
Anyone who alters or changes the definition of 
―inspiration‖ is behaving like the Neo Orthodox 
behave. If a teacher is not careful, the people in 
the pews, and the men and women who sit in his 
classes will grow comfortable to his use of words 
in a non-precise way. And so future generations 
will have a tendency to use other words in impre-
cise ways also. 

Redefining Doctrinal Terms  
Avoid gradual doctrinal drifts.  Redefining 

doctrinal words is a drifting away from truth.  
One may start with the precise, accurate defini-
tions, but then when a person gives a little bit of 
excuse, or gives a little bit of wiggle-room to jus-
tify an acceptance of  an imprecise definition—
pretty soon, he will be ready to adopt wrong the-
ology.   It is sloppy and wrong theology to rede-
fine ―inspiration‖ to include translations of the 
Scripture.  It is dangerous to call a translation 
―inspired‖ because it will lead to wrong theology. 
It will create Neo Orthodox thinking.  

The KJB Translators Translated 
Today we have the God-preserved apog-

raphs (copies of the original Hebrew, Ara-
maic, and Greek Words underlying the KJB) 
from which translators can carry the Words of 
the original languages into the vernacular of 

the peoples of the world.  That is exactly what 
the King James Translators did—they trans-
lated.  When the King James  translation of 1611 
was completed, it included the Apocrypha. If a 
person believes the King James Bible of 1611 
was ―inspired,‖ then he must also accept the 
Apocrypha as ―inspired.‖    

“Inspiration”—But Not In 1611 
It is wrong to label the King James Bible‟s  
sixty-six canonical books of 1611, and the 
Apocrypha contained therein as “inspired.‖  
It is dangerous to claim that God gave special 
―revelation‖ in 1611.  It is misleading to claim 
that ―God breathed-out‖ His Words in 1611. 
Whatever synonym one wants to use for 
―inspiration,‖ it is very dangerous to say that  in-
spiration occurred in 1611, because there are 
things that were included in the 1611-edition that 
do not belong in the Bible of a born-again Bible-
believing Christian.  Many of our friends, per-
haps, do not realize that the King James Bible 
we hold in our hands, is the 1769 edition of the 
King James Bible, and not the 1611 edition of 
the King James Bible.  

KJB Is An Accurate Translation 
This issue has caused confusion in the 

minds of people.  It is dangerous for individuals 
boldly to assert that  a translation is ―inspired‖ or 
―God-breathed,‖ because it is a translation of 
God‘s preserved apographs. The King James 
Bible is an accurate, true, reliable, literal, verbal 
and plenary translation of those preserved 
Words that God has given to us. The translation 
itself was not ―given by inspiration of God‖ or 
―inspired‖ in any way.   

Mistakes In The Printing Process 
When others say that a translation is 
“inspired,” do they consider the mistakes 
due to the process of the printing?   No mat-
ter what a person does, sometimes when you 
print a book, when you print a Bible, whether it is 
a small work or a large work, there will be some 
kind of mistakes. In the Ten Commandments 
when a ―not‖ is removed from one of the Ten 
Commandments [As ―thou shalt __commit   

Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation. For the 

prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they were 

moved by the Holy Ghost (2 Peter 1:20-21). 
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adultery‖ (Exodus 20:14) as in one KJB printing], 
or when a negative is made into a positive, the 
questions must be asked, ―Well, is that inspired?  
Or do we have a contradiction?‖  Is it just one per-
son‘s edition, or another person‘s edition?  So will 
a person say, ―I am going to take the edition that 
best suits my life—I like the other one better!‖  
Which of the two translations are ―inspired‖?  If a 
person does not like a particular commandment 
and he finds an edition of the King James Bible 
that doesn‘t have a ‗not‘ in it, then it is likely that 
he will accept the edition that is the least convict-
ing.  He is going to claim it is ―inspired‖ just like 
someone else will claim another edition is 
―inspired.‖ 

What Authority Limits “Inspiration”  
What authority do those people have to limit 

“inspiration” to one particular translation and 
which edition of that translation is actually the 
“all „inspired‟ one”?  When they were printing 
the Bible, if a mistake were caught ahead of time, 
they could made a correction.  When the Bibles 
were shipped out, perhaps, one shipment—the 
early editions that came off the press—read one 
way, but subsequent editions—the later ones, 
read some other way.  Some of these differences 
were not major differences, but yet there were 
some small differences nonetheless.  

The Biblical Meaning Of “Inspired”  
Since “inspiration” is a very precise and a 

very accurate term, how can a person say dog-
matically that a translation is “inspired”?  Most 
people, if not all, would not want that assertion 
made of a modern Bible translation, one that was 
made in the late 1900s.  Pick whatever one you 
would like that came out in the late 1900s or early 
2000‘s, it would be very uncomfortable calling 
some of those inspired.  A person should also be 
uncomfortable with calling the Bible that has been 
around 400 years ―inspired.‖ The King James Bi-
ble is a translation of God‘s preserved, ―inspired‖ 
Words. It is an accurate translation, but it is dan-
gerous to call it ―inspired‖ because you change the 
Biblical meaning of ―inspired‖ which exclusively 
refers to the original Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek 
Words and means l i te ra l ly ,  ―God -

breathed‖ (theopneustos as in 2 Timothy 3:16).  
And it is dangerous to adopt Neo Orthodox 
thinking and apply it to our lives.  Once that 
change happens with the term, ―inspiration,‖ 
what other changes will be made with other 
terms?  Some people have already done it with 
other doctrines.  We don‘t want to have double-
speak in our vocabulary. 

“Inspiration” Is Vitally Important 
Doctrine is very important. The doctrine of 
“inspiration” is vitally important.  When indi-
viduals or groups of churches fall away from 
sound doctrine, they set a course destined for 
theological destruction.  Sound doctrine is es-
sential. Today, you are sitting in a building 
whose founders stood against modernism. It is 
literally a textbook example of one of many 
churches who lost their property to the denomi-
nation because  they stood up for what was 
right.  They stood up for sound theology. When 
the modernists and apostates started question-
ing the inerrancy of the Scripture on the mission 
field; when they doubted the deity of Christ, the 
virgin birth, and other essential doctrines, this 
church stopped supporting those missionaries, 
and established their own independent mission 
agency. The story is a long one, but the short 
end of the story is that they lost their property 
because of the doctrinal position they took.  The 
people of this church left the denomination that 
stole their building.   It was all about doctrine.  

Misuse Should Not Be Tolerated 
“Inspiration” is a doctrinal term. The misuse 
of the definition of “inspiration” should not 
be tolerated.  If a person begins to tolerate a 
misuse of that definition, what else will he begin 
to tolerate? Will he tolerate a misuse or a mis-
definition of the virgin birth, or of the resurrec-
tion of the Lord Jesus Christ?  A person should 
not be comfortable when doctrinal terms are 
misapplied and wrongly defined. When 
―inspiration‖ is wrongly defined, it is very dan-
gerous. That means, if one church can apply 
―inspiration‖ to a particular Bible, let‘s say. for 
example, to the King James Bible, then what is 
to prevent other churches from applying the 
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word ―inspiration‖ to another Bible—perhaps to a 
Bible that is not as long, or to a translation that is 
condensed or just a little bit shorter?  Or what 
about a translation that takes out what they would 
consider the offensive accounts, or the offensive 
rules? What is to stop the enemies of Scripture 
from using the term ―inspired‖?  Even the people 
that would hold to the ―inspired‖ King James Bible 
position would not like that. But yet that is what 
they are teaching.  They are teaching a new doc-
trine of ―inspiration.‖ They use the term, 
―inspired,‖ very loosely. And the term, ―inspired,‖ 
cannot be used loosely. It has to be used in a 
very narrow or a specific, and a very direct 
sense, just like the virgin birth, just like the bodily 
resurrection. A person could go through a list of 
essential doctrinal terms.  He could list all ten 
major doctrines and the key aspects of those ten 
major doctrines.  All of them have to have a clear 
and definite definition.  The position must be 
clear.  

Using It For A Translation Is Wrong 
The Church of Rome has doctrine. You can 

acquire the theology books written by their 
own theologians.  It is clear what their doc-
trine is—and what it is not! They do not 
change definitions.  Standing against apos-
tates, standing against liberalism, standing 
against those who misapply and mis-define 
Scripture is never wrong.  Just like the founders 
of this Bible Presbyterian Church stood against 
higher critics who denied the ―inspiration‖ of 
Scripture, who taught that the Bible merely 
―contains‖ the Words of God.  Those who apply 
the term ―inspiration‖ to an English translation are 
wrong, just as wrong as, perhaps, those who 
would question inerrancy, question infallibility, or 
question preservation. People must get the doc-
trine of Biblical ―inspiration‖ right!  

Treasured KJB Is Not “Inspired” 
There is no anger towards those who say the 
King James Bible is “inspired,” but a person 
must understand that it is dangerous. It is a 
dangerous trend that is being set—because it is a 
confusing trend. It is a very confusing trend!   We 
believe that the King James Bible that we hold in 

our hands is a faithful, true, accurate, verbal, 
and plenary translation of the inspired and pre-
served Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Words that 
underlie it.  However,  our highly treasured 
translation was not ―given by inspiration‖ nor is it 
―God-breathed‖ or ―inspired.‖  One could take all 
the translations of the world and stack them  on 
a  table. Would it be safe for us to say that they 
are all ―inspired‖?   No!  It is not safe and it 
would be a misuse of the term, ―inspiration.‖ 

Are New Versions “Inspired”? 
What would happen if it were true that the 

King James Bible of 1611 were inspired—
apart from the problem that it contained the 
Apocrypha, and that printers‟ mistakes were 
there, that they sometimes removed ―not‖ and 
other small things like that? What would hap-
pen? What would have happened 1600 years 
before that? Would there be no Bible?  Or is it 
possible that in, perhaps, 100 years from now a 
new translation would come down the road that 
also could claim ―inspiration‖ or even in a few 
months down the road?  Or would some people 
attribute that term to all the translations of the 
world?  

Modern Thinkers Redefine  Doctrine 
The liberals, and now some conserva-

tives, are causing confusion.  They are con-
fusing people by mingling truth with error. 
Don‘t let modern thinking redirect and redefine a 
crowning tenet of Bibliology, namely Bible 
―inspiration.‖ It is wrong to redefine our terms. 
Our terms must be precise. Our terms must be 
accurate. And we must be honest and truly 
faithful.  By redefining terms, we do a disservice 
to theology. We do a disservice to the Scripture. 
We do  a disservice to our people.  Because, if 
people start redefining terms, then what is to 
prevent them from giving an ―ends justify the 
means‖ way of thinking?  In some spheres of 
Christendom today, many Bible believers do not 
understand the importance of sound doctrine 
and certainly not the doctrine of Bible 
―inspiration.‖ There are four places in Scripture 
where the term ―sound doctrine‖ is used.  

Thou therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus.  And the things that 

thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall 

be able to teach others also (2 Timothy 2:1-2). 
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A Modified Definition  
The first place is found in 1 Timothy 1:10. 

Two of the passages are to Timothy and two are 
to Titus.  In verse three of first Timothy chapter 
one, the Bible tells us what Timothy was to teach. 
It talks about how he was encouraged to teach 
sound doctrine. ―As I besought thee to abide still 
at Ephesus, when I went into Macedonia, that 
thou mightest charge some that they teach no 
other doctrine‖ (1 Timothy 1:3).  And by adding 
an altered or a modified definition of inspiration, 
that is an example of ―other doctrine.‖ If you mu-
tate something, if you change something, if you 
take a derivative of something, it is different. It 
changes something.  

The Authority Of Scripture 
There is a suggestion here that they were 

teaching “other doctrine” and they were to 
stop doing it. And later on in the passage in 
verse four, ―Neither give heed to fables and end-
less genealogies, which minister questions, rather 
than godly edifying which is in faith: so do‖ (1 
Timothy 1:4).  We don‘t want people to have ques-
tions about the authority of Scripture. We must 
use the terms in our vocabulary, theological terms, 
terms whose definitions have existed, have been 
unchanged for centuries, we should not change 
definitions or meanings of doctrinal terms.   

Against “Sound Doctrine” 
Consider the passage in 2 Timothy chapter 

four in verse three.  ―For the time will come when 
they will not endure sound doctrine; but after 
their own lusts shall they heap to themselves 
teachers, having itching ears; And they shall turn 
away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned 
unto fables‖ (2 Timothy 4:3-4).  

What If “Inspiration” Is Fuzzy? 
In Titus one, verse nine, Titus is to “hold 

fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, 
that he may be able by sound doctrine both to 
exhort and to convince the gainsayers‖ (Titus 1:9). 
If we do not have ―sound doctrine,‖ then we can-
not convince the gainsayers. If our doctrine is all 
fuzzy, if it is not absolute, yes, ―inspiration‖ is one 
example, but if all aspects of our doctrine were 

just fuzzy, as some individuals view of 
―inspiration,‖ then how are we, how are they go-
ing to teach and convince the gainsayers?  

Don‟t Corrupt “Sound Doctrine” 
Titus chapter two verse one. It says Titus 

was instructed to “speak thou the things 
which become sound doctrine” (Titus 2:1).   
In verse seven of that same chapter the Bible 
says, ―In all things shewing thyself a pattern of 
good works: in doctrine shewing uncorruptness, 
gravity, sincerity‖ (Titus 2:7). We cannot corrupt 
doctrine. If we corrupt doctrine, we are in a dan-
gerous situation. Dear Christian, we must be 
zealous about ―sound doctrine.‖ ―Sound doc-
trine‖ is founded upon the truth and diligent 
study of God‘s Words.  Dr. Lewis Sperry Chafer 
states, ―The greatest creatures, who have 
moved the hearts of men with divine power have 
been saturated with biblical truth secured 
through first hand study of this text, based upon 
sound doctrine.‖  

Beware Of Double-Mindedness 
Yes, God‟s hand of providence was upon 

this translation of the King James Bible, but 
it is dangerous to refer to the King James Bi-
ble as “inspired” because it adopts the 
stance of the Neo Orthodox. It is dangerous to 
call the King James Bible ―inspired‖ because it 
endorses double ―inspiration‖ and double-
mindedness. It is dangerous because it presents 
the possibility that sign gifts are still intact today. 
And it is dangerous because it is not ―sound 
doctrine.‖ 
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